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Abstract

An analytical model, based on prediction of chromium depletion, has been
developed for predicting thermomechanical effects on austenitic stainless steel
intergranular stress corrosion cracking (IGSCC) susceptibility. Model development and
validatien is based on sensitization development analysis of over 30 Type 316 and 304
stainless steel heats. The data base included analysis of deformation effects on resultant
sensitization development. Continuous Cooling sensitization behavior is examined and
modelled with and without strain. Gas tungsten arc (GTA) girth _,,!pe weldments are
also characterized by experimental measurements of heat affected zone (HAZ)

temperatures, strains and sensitization during/after each pass; pass by pass thermal
histories are also predicted. The model is then used to assess pipe chemistry changes on
IGSCC resistance.

Introduction

lt has long been known that IGSCC of austenitic Type 300 Series stainless steels
(SS) is directly related to the presence of grain boundary chromium depletion, and that
this depletion, aiso called "sensitization", is caused by the formation of grain boundary
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chromium carbides/nitrides .(t) Thus it is well documented that susceptibility to IGSCC

is caused by a diffusion controlled process. However, quantification of this phenomena
is still an active research area, and the research reported herein pertains to the

development of a computer-based model capable of predicting IGSCC susceptibility in
the heat affected zone (HAZ) of Type 304 and 316 SS girth pipe weldments.

Model predictions are based on prediction of chromium depletion at grain
boundaries, lt is assumed that as grain boundary sensitization increases susceptibility to
IGSCC increases. A demonstration of this relationship determined by constant extension

rate (CERT) testing is presented in Figure 1.Cl'2) Note that "EPR-DOS" is a
measurement of degree of sensitization (DOS), as discussed in the Sensitization
Measurement Section below. Tte model predicts levels of sensitization, with

susceptibility to IGSCC estimate d on a system by system assessment.

The model, SSDOS, originally developed by Bruemmer, assesses the effect of both
thermodynamics and kinetics on the development of sensitization, as illustrated in Fig-
ure 2.(2.37 Therrnt, dyn-,mics are needed to assess chromium minimums at the matrix-
carbide interface as a function of SS composition and diffusion temperature, see Figure
3. These matrix-carbide "equilibrium" chromium concentrations are assumed to control,

and indeed be equal to, grain boundary chromium concentrations. Bruemmer assumed
this was a valid first approximation due to increased grain boundary diffusivity, in

comparison to matrix diffusivity. The chromium minimum is then used in diffusion
calculations in developing chromium depletion grain boundary profiles as a function of

temperature and time.

Original model concepts assumed instantaneous attainment of equilibrium
chromium minimum values and allowed sensitization to develop as a function of

temperature and time. O-t) Modifications to the SSDOS isothermal section incorporated
a nucleation time incubation ,period prior to initiation of diffusional growth of the
chromium depletion zone. (2'3J Research into sensitization development induced by
continuous cooling also indicates that inclusion of nucleation times is critical for realistic

predictions of sensitization development. (5) Both isothermal and continuous cooling
research work has shown that plastic strain dramatically increases sensitization

development. (2"6) Work reported herein discusses recent developments in modeling
continuous cooling experimental results and application of these techniques to prediction
of weld induced sensitization.

Sensitization Measurement

Sensitization modeling is based on diffusional concepts which allow prediction of

grain boundary chromium depletion, as defined by a chromium minimum and chromium
depletion profile as a function of distance away from the grain boundary, lt is possible
to experimentally measure the exact chromium depletion profile using the scanning
transmission electron microscope (STEM) and this has been done for many specimens as
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a function of heat treatment and composition, fz4;79) However, STEM analysis
techniques are not applicable to large test matrix analyst's. Thus the majority of
sensitization measurements were carried out using the electrochemical potentiokinetic
reactivation (EPR) test. This test was specifically developed to detect and quantify the
presence of chromium depletion regions.

The single scan EPR test was used throughout this research project, with the
measured EPR degree of sensitization (DOS) being determined as the integrated area
under the voltage current trace normalized by grain size. (l°12) A schematic illustration
of increasing DOS with increasing corrosion current flow from previously passivated
specimen surfaces is shown in Figure 4. An empirical correlation between measured
STEM chromium depletion and EPR-DOS allowed model predictions of EPR-DOS from
basic predictions of Chromium depletion. (2'3'7'9)

Continuous Cooling Model Development

SSDOS treated continuous cooling induced sensitization development as step-wise
isothermal sensitization development. (4) Small isothermal steps (determined based on
cooling rate) at average temperatures were used to calculate total sensitization
development. Cumulative sensitization from previous steps was first determined. Then
sensitization at the active step was determined from the known initial sensitization level
and the time at the active isothermal step. This new sensitization value was then input
as the initial sensitization level for the next isothermal step.

The time at the active isothermal temperature needed to achieve the initial
cumulative sensitization value was back calculated and then added to the hold time at

the active isothermal temperature to yield an "effective" hold time. A new cumulative
sensitization value is then calculated from this effective total hold time at the given
active isothermal temperature. The accelerating effect of plastic strain was taken into

account by simply multiplying chromium diffusivity by an empirically derived factc, r
proportional to total strain. (7_)

Predictions of continuous cooling sensitization development were made using
SSDOS and compared with actual continuous cooling data developed using a Gleeble,
equipment specifically developed for thermomechanical cycle simulation. A typical
Gleeble thermal cycle is presented in Figure 5. Specit,'nens were tested as a function of
maximum (peak) temperature reached and linear cooling rate, as well as a function of
prior strain. (5'13) Prior strain was achieved by controlled tensile elongation in an lnstron
testing machine at room temperature prior to specimen insertion in the Gleeble.

The continuous cooling test matrix presented in Table 1 was performed on a high
carbon Type 316 SS with the following composition (wt%): 0.067C, 16.81Cr, ll.21Ni,
2.20Mo, 1.46Mn, 0.28Si, 0.016P, 0.07IN. Comparison between predicted and measured
EPR-DOS indicated that SSDOS consistently over predicted sensitization development,

. .............. . i ii II II II I I



Figure 6a. (5) The probable cause is the assumption of instantaneous carbide
precipitation and development of minimum chromium grain boundary levels.

A more accurate prediction of continuous cooling sensitization was obtained by
insertion of a module to predict nucleation time. This module was developed based on
the assumption that carbides must first nucleate at sufficient density on the grain
boundary prior to that boundary reaching an "equilibrium" chromium minimum.
Chromium depletion calculations are not initiated until this nucleation time is reached.

lt is still assumed that this chromium minimum concentration is instantaneously
arrive at over the complete boundary once initial nucleation takes place. A more
realistic assumption would be that this minimum concentration is, at least initially, only
effective a given distance from the carbide site, and that this effective distance is a
function of time at temperature. In addition, boundary-to-boundary variation would also
have to be accounted for.

Calculation of nucleation time is carl_ed out in essentially the same step-wise
manner as sensitization development using the Manning-Loring method. (2'3) A
nucleation fraction, based on total isothermal nucleation time at the active isothermal
step, is calculated for each isothermal time step; step fractions are summed until a
nucleatinn fraction of one is reached. Nucleation is then assumed to be complete and
chromium depletion calculations are initiated.

Improved predictions of continuous cooling sensitization was obtained with the
modified model (SSDOS-II). Comparisons with experimental data, Figures 7 through 10,
indicate that SSDOS-II comes much closer to predicting experimental data than SSDOS.
Comparison of both model version predictions to actual measured values is presented in
Figure 6b. SSDOS-II tends to straddle the 45° line while SSDOS is consistently above
the 45° line.

The discussion to date, although it has not been so stated, is only applicable to
continuously cooling thermal cycles exhibiting very rapid heating times, relatively short
cooling times, and low to intermediate maximum temperatures. The restriction to high
heating rate comes from the exclusion of the possibility of nucleation beginning during
the heating portion of the thermal cycle. The restriction to relatively short cooling times
comes from the fact that excessive carbide precipitation depletes the matrix in carbon
and, therefore, changes the equilibrium carbide/matrix minimum chromium t
concentration. Note that matrix carbide depletion is not expected to occur in welding I
due to the relatively rapid thermal cycle seen in practical weldment HAZs.

The restriction to low and intermediate temperatures comes from the
experimentally observed fact that sensitization development induced at a constant cooling
rate increases up to a given critical temperature (range) and then precipitously drops,
Figure 11. lt should be emphasized that this drop takes place even though the material



heated above this critical temperature undzrgoes exactly the same cooling
time/temperature thermal cycle once it reaches the critical temperature as the material
only heated up to the critical temperature. Previous work, Figure 12, indicates that a
distinct change in kinetics occurs upon heating SS above a given critical temperature. (14)

This problem was addressed in SSDOS by assuming a change in kinetics once the
material went above a critical temperature (approximately 1000°C, depending on

material carbon composition); kinetics were changed by a decrease in effective
chromium diffusivity. -(2'4) This change in diffusivity was empirically determined base on
limited continuous cooling data. Both the change in kinetics and estimation of the
appropriate temperature to initiate die change in kinetics are approached differently in
SSDOS-II. The temperature needed to be reached to initiate kinetics change is assumed

to be related to the carbon solid solubilit):, temperature based on reported solubility
expressions, as illustrated in Figure l la. (Is) This treatment assumes that carbon atoms
precipitated at, or segregated to, grain boundaries at temperature below the solid
solubility temperature reduce nucleation times over "clean" grain boundaries heated into
the solid solubility region.

The exact effective grain boundary dissolution temperature is probably greater
than the equilibrium solubility temperature and will be a function of heating rate.
However, as the present experimental data is insufficient to quantitatively assess this
phenomenon, the model simply assumes the kinetic change takes place when the
material is heated above the solid solubility temperature. These equations are input into
the model as a function temperature and alloy composition.

The nucleation kinetics changes in SSDOS-II for material heated below and above
the solid solubility temperature are based on changes in nucleation time; the effective
diffusivity of chromium is assumed to remain unchanged. The SSDOS-II predictions of
nucleation time as influenced by maximum temperature is illustrated in Figure 13. The
quantitative kinetic changes used in SSDOS-II were developed using data best fit
techniques; the resultant agreement with experimental data can be seen in Figures 6
through 10.

Model Application To Weld ttAZ

The characteristics of weld thermal histories important to sensitization I
development are generally thought of as being the maximum temperature reached during /
heating and the average cooling rate during cooling. The authors propose that this is too
simplified a view of sensitization development, and that, in fact, very little sensitization
development occurs if one rum weld simulation cycles based on maximum temperature
and average cooling rate. lt appears that maximum sensitization development occurs in
the portion of weld thermal cycle near the maximum temperature, on both the heating
and cooling side, where the rate of change of temperature is smallest. Outside this
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region the material generally sees a relatively rapid rate of temperature change on
heating and on cooling where sensitization development is relatively minimal.

An illustration of HAZ weld induced sensitization development during girth
welding of a 356mm diameter, Schedule 160, 304 SS pipe is illustrated in Figure 14. The
pass-by-pass, inside wall, thermal histories were experimentally measured while the
chromium depletion width and EPR-DOS values were predicted using SSDOS. These
predictions indicate that the majority of sensitization development, for this position with
respect to the weld centerline, was associated with only two out of 16 passes, pass 6 and
7. The early passes exhibited fast heating and cooling rates as well as maximum
temperatures that promoted carbide dissolution and high chromium minimun_, while the
latter passes didn't reach high enough temperatures to promote carbide growth.

Pass 6 had a maximum temperature n._*.ar1000°C which promoted high grain
boundary chromium minimums and a decrease in chromium depletion in the region near
maximum temperature. Limited increase in the size of the depleted zor*. took place
during the relatively slow cooling cycle. The majority of the development occurred in
the temperature region exhibiting a slow rate of temperature change in pass 7, i.e., near
maximum temperature during heating as well as cooling. These observations
demonstrate the need for "correct" simulation of the complete weld thermal cycle and
the unacceptability of weld simulation using only maximum temperature and (average)
cooling rate.

Another weld simulation problem that arises is the need for inclusion of
deformation effects. The presence of plastic strain has been shown to accelerate both
isothermal and continuous cooling induced sensitization development. (2"6) Dynamic
strain measurement techniques used to monitor HAZ deformation indicates that cyclic
plastic strain above and beyond that simply induced by thermal expansion is present in
the HAZ. (4'16)

Deformation measuring devices, Figure 15, were placed on the inside surface of
SS girth welds in order to monitor weld induced deformation. Results for twelve out of
35 passes of deformation parallel to, and 0.5 cm from the weld centerline, for a 610mm
diameter, 25.4mm wall, high carbon, Type 304 SS the girth weld, Figure 16, indicate a
consistent pattern of deformation takes place during welding. (4'16) A proposed graphical
analysis of the deformation taking place for a given pass is presented in Figure 17. (3'15)
Note that the removal of thermally induced strains, based on the measured thermal
history corresponding to the center of deforming region, still leaves strain components,
called "mechanical" strain, several times the magnitude of the thermal strain, Figure 17a.

An analysis of mechanical strain, Figure 17b, indicates that initial plastic strain is
compressive, followed by a region of tensile plastic strain and then a second region of
compressive plastic strain. This is then followed by a tail-off region that determines final
residual (compressive or tensile) elastic strain. A detailed discussion of this analysis is

.................
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given elsewhere. (16) Addition of the absolute values of strain for the three major regions
results in an effective strain term on a pass-by-pass basis, as illustrated in Figure 18.

As demonstrated above, realistic weld thermal histories, including the shape of
the temperature/time history instead of a simple estimate of maximum temperature and
cooling rate, is required for accurate predictions. The thermal history module currently
used in the model is based on the weld thermal history prediction program developed by
Solomon. (17) This thermal prediction methodology yields thermal histories as a function
of weld heat inputs, pipe thickness and bead placement.

The basic continuous cooling m," tel was modified to allow input of thermal
histories using Solomon's weld therxnal prediction scheme. "l'hern'_al histories for a
610mm diameter, 25.3mm wall, SS pipe are shown in Yigure 19. C0mlSarison of
predicted thermal histories with experimentally determined histories yielded reasonable
agreement with actual maximum temperatures, Table 2. Weld heat input and be.ad
positions for this weld simulation calculation were taken from an actual weldment and
are exhibited in Figure 20. (4)

Assessment of sensitization development under multipass conditions and the effect
of carbon content and strain on sensitization development in high carbon Type 304 and
316 SSs is presented in Figure 21. Three sets of sensitization development values,
calculated using the thermal histories presented in Figure 21, are plotted as a function of
strain level and carbon content for each type of SS. The first set of sensitization values
assumes only thermal effects with no strain component. This is assumed to be the
minimum sensitization derived from the weldment. The second set assumes base

thermal effects accelerated by the measured mechanical strain induced on a pass by pass
basis, Figure 18. The third set assumes thermal effects accelerated by the cumulative
measured strain induced on a pass by pass basis. Use of the pass by pass measured
strain assumes complete strain recovery during each weld pass. Use of the cumulative
measured strain assumes no strain recovery during each weld pass. One assumes the
"correct" strain values lie between the two latter extremes.

Sensitization development is found to dramatically increase with increasing carbon
content and strain for both alloys. Little EPR-DOS differences are found between the
alloy types at low carbon concentration, with Type 316 tending to be more resistant to
sensitization development at high carbon contents. The Type 304 alloy composition is
that of the pipe material previously girth welded: 0.058C, 18.67Cr, 8.78Ni, 0.16Mo, and
0.059N (wt%). The post-weld EPR-DOS value found using the field cell EPR-DOS
measurement technique was 28, which agrees reasonably well with the predicted EPR-
DOS.(4)

Weld heat affected zones from ali but the low carbon (0.02 w%) welds would be
expected to exhibit substantial reduction of area when subjected to CRT testing in
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simulated BWR coolant water as illustrated in Figure 1. Use of the generally accepted
rule of thumb that material exhibiting between 2 to 5 EPR-DOS is susceptible to IGSCC
in BWR reactor environments also indicates that only the low carbon alloys would not be
susceptible to IGSCC in the as-welded conditions in B WRs not using supplemental

IGSCC mitigation techniques. More quantitative predictions of IGSCC are possible bycombining the EPR-DOS predictions of the SSDOS model with the model of Ford (t
which predicts crack growth rates as a function of EPR-DOS.

Conclusions

A computer-based model has been developed that is capable of predicting
continuous cooling induced sensitization, with and without the presence of prior strain.
Modeling of sensitization development kinetics required the use of nucleation time as a
function of specimen temperature. Modeling of the experimentally observed decrease in
sensitization development kinetics once temperatures over the solid solubility
temperature of carbon was reached required a decrease in nucleation kinetics.
Application of continuous cooling sensitization modeling to welding situation proved
feasible.
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TABLE 1. Thermomechanical Processing for Continuously Cooled
Type 316 SS Specimens

Prior Heating Maximum Cooling
Strains. % Rate. °C/sec Temperature. °C Rates. °C/sec

0, 5, 10, 20 50 800 0.05, 0.10, 1.0 I

0, 5, 10, 20 50 850 0.05, 0.10, 1.0 l

0, 5, 10, 20 50 900 0.05, 0.10, 1.0

0, 5, 10, 20 50 950 0.05, 0.10, 1.0

0, 5, 10, 20 50 1000 0.05, 0.10, 1.0

0, 5, 10, 20 50 1050 0.05, 0.10, 1.0

I0;% prior strain specimens not subjected to this treatment.

TABLE 2. Comparison of Measured and Predicted Maximum Temperatures
on a Pass-by-Pass Basis

Peak Temperatur.e, o(_

_Pass NumlLe r Measured Predicted

1 940 946

2 759 756

3 899 5O2

4 742 737

5 725 723

6 517 578

10
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_FIGURE 3. Model Predictions Illustrating Bulk Composition Effects on Sensitization
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FIGURE 19. Predicted HAZ Girth Weld Thermal ltistories 5mm from Weld Centerline
on the Inside Surface of a 610mm Diameter 25.4mm Wall, Type 300, Series

SS Pipe as a Function of Pass
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FIGURE 20. Schematic Illustration of Weld Bead Position and Welding Heat Input
(kJ/in.) used to Girth Weld a 610mm Diameter, 25.4mm wall, Type 304
SS Pipe
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FIGURE 21. Predicted Post-Weld EPR-DOS 5mm from the Weld Centerline on the
Inside Surface of a 610mm Diameter pipe as a function of alloy
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